Reply to Anonymous Referee #1
Thanks very much for taking valuable time and energy in reviewing this manuscript. Please find
the point-by-point responses to your specific comments in the following context.

Major comments
1. Sunshine duration and dimming/brightening: These terms are used interchangeably
sometimes in the paper and yet they are differentiated other times, which causes confusing. For
one thing, the sunshine duration is mostly determined by the cloud cover. If the authors want to
use the sunshine duration as a surrogate for downwelling solar radiation reaching the surface,
they should at least stratify the sunshine duration according to the cloud cover, e.g., at cloud
fraction <5%, <10%, or 20%, in order to get information on the role of pollution and clouds on
sunshine duration. Without this first step, the results and conclusions about the urbanization
effect on sunshine duration, which is a center focus of this paper, cannot be substantiated.
Reply 1: Based on your comments, the whole manuscript will be thoroughly revised to
standardize the usage of the terms of sunshine duration and dimming/brightening. We also
agree with you that under all-sky conditions the cloud effect has a major influence on sunshine
duration variability, and thus it is necessary to remove it in order to fully understand and discuss
the aerosol effect. However, regional cloud effects should not play a major role in the main
findings of this study (rural vs urban trends in sunshine duration over China) as indicated in Fig.
4B where urban and rural cloud trends almost coincide. Since clouds have non-significant effects
on the local difference in sunshine duration variations (the difference between urban and rural
total cloud cover trends is only 0.07% decade−1), it is conceivable that stratifying the analysis
with cloud fraction will lead to the same conclusions. Therefore, an exclusion of cloud effects is
not necessary in our opinion for understanding the differences in urban and rural sunshine
duration trends.
In addition, we are studying urban effects on sunshine duration series, which can include both
direct and indirect aerosol effects. Thus, the goal is not to determine if direct aerosol effects or
indirect aerosol-cloud interactions are the causes of the potential disagreements (if observed).

2. Urban and rural pair: Why is pairing necessary? It makes no sense to me to come up with
those pairs. What is the criterion for paring? Distance, or wind direction? Many of them are very
close with each other and it is impossible to link one rural site to a particular urban site to form
a meaningful pair. Also, I cannot find any advantage of using the pairs in the analysis presented
in the paper. It would make more sense to just categorize the available sites into “urban” and
“rural” instead of pairing them. In this way, you don’t have to exclude any sites due to the lack
of “partner”, such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin.
Reply 2: Just categorizing available sites into “urban” and “rural” without pairing them may
include significant spurious biases. In this case, the categorized urban and rural stations may

face with very different conditions in terms of climate, geographical location, orography, land
use, etc. These factors may also induce differences in the sunshine duration trends between the
categorized stations, and thus limit the understanding of urbanization effect. Therefore it is
necessary to restrict the above mentioned differences by using the pairing method to allow for
an appropriate comparison of rural and urban trends under similar conditions, which has been
demonstrated by previous studies to be a valid method and frequently used in the context of
the urban effect on temperature trends (e.g., Hausfather et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014a).
In this study, two criteria were given for selecting the urban-rural pairs: (1) the administrative
divisions (i.e., the selected county is under the jurisdiction of the corresponding city) and/or (2)
location (i.e., the urban-rural station pairs are within 1° × 1° and of similar elevation). We added
the administrative division criterion to further ensure a similar geographical and developmental
background for the rural and urban stations, since the administrative division in China has fully
considered the principles of the politics, economics, ethnics, demographics, historical traditions,
topography and geomorphology, etc. In the revised manuscript, we will add a sentence to
explain better the advantage of the pairing method and the criteria used to define the pairs.
According to your comments, the third paragraph of Section 2 will be modified into:
“The raw dataset encompasses 906 stations across latitudes 16°32′–52°58′ N, longitudes 75°14′–
132°58′ E, and elevations 2–4800 m. Only stations with sunshine duration records covering at
least 85% (≥ 45 years) of the period 1960–2013 were considered. The pairing method was then
applied to yield a set of proximate urban/rural station pairs that should be relatively unaffected
by biases introduced by differences in the prevailing climate regime, geographical location, etc.
In this way, potential differences in the trends can be more directly related to urbanization
effects. The urban-rural station pairs were strictly picked out for each of the 28 studied
provincial-level divisions across China, including 22 provinces across the Mainland China, 5
autonomous regions, and 1 municipality (Chongqing) (Fig. 1), depending on (1) the
administrative divisions (i.e., the selected county is under the jurisdiction of the corresponding
city) and/or (2) location (i.e., the urban-rural station pairs are within 1° × 1° and of similar
elevation). Here the criterion of administrative division was added to further ensure a similar
geographical and developmental background for the selected urban-rural station pairs. The
administrative division in China has fully considered the principles of the politics, economics,
ethnics, demographics, historical traditions, topography, geomorphology, etc. Please note that
the other three municipalities of Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin, where only urban stations meet
the criterion of having ≥ 45 years of available data, were excluded from this study due to a lack
of corresponding rural stations. The pairing method thus ensures an appropriate comparison of
rural and urban trends under similar conditions.”

3. Urban or rural: It is not clear how the sites are defined; considering the fast urbanization level
shown in Fig. 5 from <20% in 1960 to >50% in 2013, is there any rural sites in the 1960s became
urban sites in later years? How is the information on urbanization level, urbanization speed,
urban population, and population density used consistently at the places where these indicators
are showing different indications? For example, Fig. 7 shows that the urbanization level is

among the highest but the urbanization speed, population, and population density are among
the lowest in the nation in the most northeast province (Heilongjiang)?
Reply 3: We appreciate the reviewer’s comments. Urban and rural stations in this study were
defined directly based on the current administrative divisions of China. In most cases, the
stations nowadays are in the same administrative level as in the 1960s. But the reviewer is right
that there are cases of rural sites becoming urban sites in later years. Most of the cases
correspond to counties becoming county-level cities or city-governed districts, which were
regarded as urban stations in this study. We also understand your concern on the urbanization
indices. A situation like Heilongjiang noted by the reviewer might happen. Heilongjiang is
located in the most northeastern part of China with long and bitter winters. Therefore, this area
is sparsely populated, which is reflected by the low urban population and population density. A
high urbanization level in Heilongjiang indicates a high ratio of urban to total population, namely
that more than 55% of the total population is urban population. And the urbanization level in
Heilongjiang is relatively high even in the 1960s, so that the urbanization speed is among the
lowest. We didn’t expect these indices to be totally consistent and for this reason we used the
different indices to fully represent urbanization and its effect on sunshine duration trends. As
shown in Fig. 8, the ratio of rural to urban dimming generally shows a similar relationship with
the different urbanization indices. Based on your comments, the second paragraph of Section 2
will be modified to further clarify the definition of urban and rural stations in this study as
follows:
“Urban/rural stations were defined according to the administrative divisions of China. There are
five administrative levels of local government in China: the provincial level (province,
autonomous region, municipality, and special administrative region), the prefectural level
(prefectural-level city, sub-provincial-level city, autonomous prefecture, prefecture, leagues,
etc.), the county level (county-level city, city-governed district, autonomous county, county,
banner, etc.), the township level (sub-district, county-level district, town, township, etc.) and the
village level (neighbourhood, community, village, etc.) (http://www.gov.cn/). In this study,
meteorological stations located in the provincial/prefectural-level divisions were defined as
urban stations, while those located in county/township/village-level divisions were deemed as
rural stations. Special cases are county-level cities and city-governed districts, which belong to
county-level divisions but were considered as urban stations in this study for two reasons. First,
a rapidly accelerating process of urbanization can be expected in county-level cities and citygoverned districts, which are mainly created by replacing counties. Besides, county-level cities
and city-governed districts are mainly located in/near to prefectural-level cities, and therefore
might be frequently influenced by urban pollution or become the source of pollution emissions
as a result of industry transfer.”

4. Urbanization vs. cloud cover change: The authors concluded that the trends of sunshine
duration cannot be explained by the change of cloud cover, since both sunshine duration and
cloud cover show decreasing trends before 1990, and after 1990 sunshine duration does not
seem to change but cloud cover has increased. Rather, they attribute the sunshine duration
trends before and after 1990 to urbanization and environmental regulation. This conclusion has

several problems. First, as I suggested above in comment 1, the analysis should be stratified
with cloud fraction. Second, Fig. 4 clearly shows anti-correlation between the interannual
variation of sunshine duration and cloud cover: less cloud fraction, more sunshine duration,
even though the trends do not seem to be consistent. Third, the urbanization levels have three
distinct time periods according to Fig. 5: 1960-1978 (almost no change), 1978-1995 (moderate
increase), and 1995-2013 (faster increase), which does not correspond to the sunshine duration
trends, especially before 1978.
Reply 4: We understand your concern. For your first point, we still deem that clouds should not
be the main cause of the local difference in sunshine duration trends in China, therefore an
exclusion of cloud effects is not mandatory in understanding the differences in urban and rural
sunshine duration trends. In fact, the main objective of the manuscript is not to explain the
causes of sunshine duration trends, which have already been well discussed in previous studies,
but rather to explain the differences between urban and rural sunshine duration trends. Please
refer to the reply to your major comment #1.
For your second point, it has been proven that clouds play an important role in modulating solar
radiation at daily to inter-annual timescales while aerosols become important for the variability
of solar radiation at a decadal timescale in China (Xia, 2010; Wang et al., 2012a). Again, it is not
the goal of our study to discuss the causes of the trends in sunshine duration in China, especially
because there is a large literature for this topic. Nevertheless, we have modified the manuscript
accordingly in order to avoid relating our trends in sunshine duration (both in rural and urban
areas) only to aerosol changes.
For your third point, the inconsistency between urbanization level and sunshine duration trends
before 1978 might be due to the official calculation method of urban and rural population. In
the urban population only the formally registered urban residents were considered, while
people who worked in urban areas without a registered urban residence were still counted as
rural population. At that time and even now, it is not so easy for the migrant workers to get a
registered residence from the cities they work in. This population calculation method was
changed from registered to permanent residents during the 1980s. Since the calculation of
urbanization level contains such issues, and Referee #2 has also raised concerns about this
evolution, the bold line in Fig. 5 will be deleted, and accordingly Fig. 5 will be combined with Fig.
4 as Fig. 4C. An increasing urbanization process during the 1960–1978 period still can be inferred
from the GDP composition trends shown in the figure below. This figure will replace Fig. 6A of
the old version of the manuscript and become Fig. 5A in the revised manuscript (since the
former Fig. 5 will become the part C of Fig. 4). The secondary sector of the economy increased
by 7.6% decade−1 during the 1960–1978 period, whereas the primary sector decreased by 3.3%
decade−1. This suggests a transfer from primary industry to secondary industry, which is one of
the main characteristics of urbanization.

Accordingly, the second and third paragraph of Section 3.2 will be modified into:
“In the dimming phase between 1960 and 1989, China experienced a boom in population and
industrialization. China’s population rapidly increased by an almost linear trend of 166 million
persons decade−1 (Fig. 4C). The urban population only accounted for a small portion of the total
population, and grew slowly during this period. One possible explanation to this is the
calculation method of urban population in China before the 1980s, where only the formally
registered urban residents were counted in. In this case, people working in urban areas but
without a registered urban residence were still counted as rural population. This standard for
calculating population was changed from registered to permanent residents during the 1980s.
An increasing urbanization process during the dimming phase can be inferred also from the GDP
composition trends (Fig. 5A). The portion of the secondary sector in China’s GDP largely
increased by 4.2% decade−1 during the period of 1960–1989. Meanwhile, the primary sector
decreased by 3.8% decade−1. This suggests a transition from the primary to the secondary sector.
The secondary sector, which contributed up to 48% to the total GDP, became the backbone of
China's booming economy at this stage. The industrial growth during this period was in an
extensive way characterized by low efficiency of energy use (Zhang, 2005; Fei et al., 2011).
Environmental protection was of seldom concern in this period, and the first law with possible
effects on air quality protection was issued only after 1978 in China, which gradually increased
to 15 in 1989 (Fig. 5B). This indicates a beginning, even if not so efficient, of pollution control.
Therefore, the strongest decline in sunshine duration was observed during 1960–1989 and a
discernible difference can be noted in urban and rural sunshine duration trends, which declined
by 0.20 h d−1 decade−1 and 0.14 h d−1 decade−1 respectively (Fig. 4A). Meanwhile, urban and rural
total cloud cover slightly decreased by 0.41% decade−1 and 0.48% decade−1 respectively (Fig. 4B),
which thus can explain neither the decrease in sunshine duration nor the obvious difference in
urban and rural trends.”

5. Dimming and brightening time periods: This is another confusing point. On the one hand, the
authors claim the two periods of 1961-1989 and 1990-2013 that are “global dimming and
brightening” periods, sounded like they are determined by the trends of downwelling solar
radiation at the surface globally; on the other hand, it is stated in the paper that the periods are

defined by the change point of sunshine duration trends in China. So, these two periods should
not be called dimming or brightening periods, but the sunshine duration decreasing and no
change periods. However, it is clear from Fig. 2 and also stated in the paper that half of the
country is continuously showing the decrease of sunshine duration in the second period of
1990-2013, which indicate that the apparent “stable” trend of sunshine duration in 1990-2013 is
not really stable but misleading, since is a result of averaging the positive and negative trends at
different places.
Reply 5: The reviewer is right. Sorry for causing the confusions. The word “global” used in the
“global dimming and brightening” phenomenon was originally referred to global radiation rather
than a global-scale dimension. This phenomenon has been widely discussed in specific
regions/countries all over the world, e. g. the United States (Stanhill and Cohen, 2005), the
Iberian Peninsula and Western Europe as a whole (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al. , 2007, 2008), Japan
(Stanhill and Cohen, 2008), New Zealand (Liley, 2009), India (Jaswal, 2009), Italy (Manara et al.,
2016), etc. In this study, we used the “dimming” and “brightening” phases to enable the
comparisons of this phenomenon in China with other regions/countries as well as the global
trend. For the global trend, a transition was noted since the late 1980s (Wild et al., 2005).
Consistently, a transition in 1990 was proven to occur not only in sunshine duration trend but
also in surface solar radiation trend in China (Shi et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2011; Wang and Yang,
2014; Wang and Wild, 2016). We agree with you that the spatial pattern of sunshine duration
variations since the 1990s is complicated in China and needs further analysis. A similar
discussion will be added at the end of the last paragraph of Section 3.2 based on your comment.
To avoid the misunderstanding pointed out in both your major comments 1 and 5, the term of
“brightening phase” will be replaced by “levelling off phase”, and the definition of the dimming
and levelling off phases will be further clarified at the end of the first paragraph of Section 2 as
follows:
“The dimming and levelling off phases were defined as the periods of 1960–1989 and 1990–
2013 respectively, according to the change-point in the early 1990s in sunshine duration trends
in China evidenced by previous studies (e.g., Xia, 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Wang and Yang, 2014).
The year 1990 was also identified as the transition year for the surface solar radiation trend in
China (Shi et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2011). This is generally consistent with solar dimming and
brightening phases coined at the global scale (Wild, 2009, 2012).”

6. Global or local: This argument is pointless. The authors use the sunshine duration trends over
paired “urban” and “rural” sites in China to determine if the dimming/brightening are global or
local phenomenon: If the paired sites are showing different trends then it is “large scale” (note:
the authors do not call it “global”), but if the trends are different it could be considered as
“local”. This is kind of meaningless, because a) the “local” spatial scale is not defined, and b)
even if all sites have the same trends, it still does not mean global, since all sites are located in
China. This paper should just focus on the trends from >50 years of data, rather than discuss if
the trends are global or local.
Reply 6: There might be some misunderstandings on the discussion of global or local
phenomenon here. As already mentioned in the reply to your major comment #5, after the

global dimming and brightening phenomenon was put forward, “global”, originally referring to
“global radiation”, was often interpreted in term of a global-scale dimension. Therefore, Alpert
et al. (2005, 2008) raised an argument on whether the dimming was a global signal or just a
local/urban signal. This hypothesis was given based on the highlighted role of anthropogenic
aerosols on solar radiation variations. In their studies, the dimming phenomenon was supposed
to be limited to urban/highly populated sites and thus a “local” phenomenon. Using a
comprehensive set of sunshine duration records, the present study aims to investigate the same
issue in China. The “local” spatial scale was clearly defined by selecting 172 urban and rural
station pairs, shown in Fig. 2. In this way, it is clear to check whether the decadal sunshine
duration variations only occurred in urban/rural regions or in both, namely whether they state a
local or regional/national phenomenon. Similarly, evidences were given in New Zealand (Liley,
2009), Egypt (Robaa, 2009), Japan (Tanaka et al., 2016), etc. Anyway, the unnecessary use of
“global” will be reduced to the least according to your comments.

7. Urbanization and pollution emissions: There are many emission datasets available for the
study period. It would be illuminating to see how the sunshine duration trend at low cloud cover
conditions corresponds to the emission trends of pollutants.
Reply 7: Thanks for the suggestion. But we are afraid that this is already beyond the scope of
this study. Its focus is on the difference of urban and rural sunshine duration trends rather than
how sunshine duration reacts to pollution, which has already been well discussed in previous
works, please refer to Xia (2010), Wang et al. (2012b), etc. In the review of Sanchez-Romero et
al. (2014), a comprehensive discussion has also been given on this issue. In addition, emission
datasets as well as measurements on pollution indices are not adequately available especially in
the dimming phase. This is one of the reasons for identifying an indicator for pollution like
urbanization to investigate the role of aerosols in sunshine duration/solar radiation variations.

Minor comments
1. Page 1, line 14: Not clear how the dimming and brightening phases are determined.
Reply 1: Please refer to the reply to your comment #5.

2. Page 1, line 16: I am not aware of anyone had suggested urban dimming/rural brightening.
Reply 2: According to your comment, “urban dimming or rural brightening” will be changed into
“local effects”.

3. Page 2, line 27-28: You should at least check if AOD and API available in recent years are
consistent with the sunshine duration, so you may use the sunshine duration as a proxy for
pollution levels.

Reply 3: Sorry for this misunderstanding. But here the proxy for pollution levels referred to
urbanization rather than sunshine duration.

4. Page 3, line 2: “inhomogeneity” of what?
Reply 4: According to your comment, “inhomogeneity” will be clarified as follows:
“Sunshine duration is used as the proxy for surface solar radiation. Compared with surface solar
radiation, sunshine duration has a much wider spatial and temporal coverage and is almost free
of temporal inhomogeneities in China (Xia, 2010; Wang and Yang, 2014; Wang et al., 2015). For
the whole China (latitudes 16°32′–52°58′ N and longitudes 75°14′–132°58′ E), there are 130
solar radiation stations, with only 59 stations covering at least 85% of the measurement period
from 1958 to the present. Moreover, the majority of surface solar radiation stations are located
in urban areas, which will further limit the available data samples for studying urbanization
effects. In contrast, there are 906 sunshine duration stations, thus exceeding the solar radiation
stations by a factor of about 7. Besides, 638 of them have sunshine duration records which
cover at least 85% of the whole measurement period since the 1950s. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that sunshine duration is able to capture variations in cloudiness and the signal
from aerosol concentrations (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012c; Sanchez-Romero
et al., 2014, 2016; Li et al., 2016; Wild, 2016). Similar to the surface solar radiation trend, a
transition from decreasing to levelling off was also noted in sunshine duration trend in China
around 1990 (Wang et al., 2013, 2014). Nevertheless, the existence of an urbanization impact on
the trend of sunshine duration remains unclear.”

5. Page 3, line 7-8, objective (2): so the dimming and brightening are “global”? How do they
relate to sunshine duration?
Reply 5: According to your comment, the last paragraph of the Introduction Section will be
changed into:
“This study will thus make a first attempt to examine the urbanization effect on sunshine
duration variations in China. The wide temporal and spatial coverage of sunshine duration
observations in China provides a unique opportunity to fully understand the differences of
sunshine duration trends between rural and urban areas since the 1960s. The value of
urbanization as an indicator of pollution level will be evaluated for the sunshine dimming and
levelling off phases, respectively. In conclusion, the effect of urbanization on sunshine duration
variations will be quantified.”

6. Page 3, line 16-17: Do you define the two periods according the sunshine duration trends?
How do you explain the different trends in different areas (Fig. 2)?
Reply 6: Please refer to the reply to your comment #5.

7. Page 4, line 7: difference of 0 deg N and 0 deg E means the rural and urban stations are in the
exact same locations? Why do you want to replace 19 stations? This is confusing. Also, as I
mentioned earlier, you have not explain why selecting pairs are necessary.
Reply 7: Thanks for the comments. The beginning of the fourth paragraph of Section 2 will be
modified into:
“Finally, 172 urban-rural station pairs all over China were selected with an average difference of
95 m in elevation and a negligible difference in average latitude (~0.001°N) and longitude
(~0.002°E) (Fig. 1). Records from 19 of the selected stations (~5.5% of total) were completed
based upon their collocated stations with similar climatic and administrative conditions.”
About the reason for selecting urban and rural station pairs, please refer to the reply to your
major comment #2.

8. Page 5, line 4-5: On page 3 the authors stated that the dimming and brightening periods were
determined “according to the change-point in the early 1990s in sunshine duration trends in
China evidenced by recent studies”, but it is said here that the time periods were “GLOBAL
dimming and brightening” periods! It is confusing and it should really be clarified how the two
time periods were determined and why.
Reply 8: According to your comment, “global dimming and brightening periods” will be replaced
by “the 1960–2013 period”.

9. Page 5, line 9, large scale or local phenomenon: Need to be more specific about the scale – is
provincial scale considered as local or large scale? I suggest use “…a wide spread phenomenon…”
to be more appropriate.
Reply 9: Good suggestion. We will use it at the appropriate locations in the text.

10. Page 5, line 17-20: If only half of China is brightening while the other half is still dimming,
why do you decide this is the phase of brightening, not dimming?
Reply 10: According to your comment, “brightening phase” will be replaced by “levelling off
phase”. Please refer to the reply to your major comment #5.

11. Page 5, line 25-27: But you just said a few line above that half of China is still dimming! Does
it mean that the transition from dimming to brightening is a local scale phenomenon, not a
countrywide phenomenon?
Reply 11: The term “local” means mainly urban area with “local” pollution sources. Rural is more
related to background pollution and thus rather “non-local”. Please refer to the reply to your
major comment #6.

12. Page 5, line 30: Repeating the question I had earlier: does urbanization convert any rural
sites to urban sites? Does the fixed urban/rural sites make sense for the entire 54 years?
Reply 12: Thanks for highlighting this issue. Please refer to the reply to your major comment #3.

13. Page 6, line 4-5 and 14: “stabilize” or “stable” are not used properly. Do you mean constant
or unchanged?
Reply 13: Thanks for the correction. After the revision according to your major comment #4, the
two sentences as well as the usage of “stabilize” or “stable” will not exist anymore.

14. Page 6, line 7: explain what “pre-reform” period is.
Reply 14: The year 1978 is the reform year in China with the adoption of the open door policy.
“Pre-reform” period is used to refer to the period before 1978. After the revision according to
your major comment #4, the term “pre-reform” will not be used anymore.

15. Page 6, line 12-13: What kind of environmental protection laws? How many of them are
related to pollutant emission regulations that are relevant here? How effective are they? Why
the regulations work differently in China as half of the country showing the increase of sunshine
duration but another half continuously showing the decrease? Can you use the pollution
emission datasets to corroborate with the effectiveness of the law?
Reply 15: We agree with your comment. We will double check the information on all the
environmental laws and regulations as also suggested by another referee (Dr. Tanaka). Only
those having possible effects on air quality protection will be picked out in the revised version of
the manuscript. Accordingly, Fig. 6B will be redrawn and the corresponding text will be revised.
Unfortunately, we lack of enough information to explore the effectiveness of these laws. We will
add this as a limitation at the end of the fourth paragraph of Section 3.2.

16. Page 6, line 14: I don’t understand the argument here – why is the strongest decline of
sunshine duration in the 1980s when the environmental regulations started being implemented?
Reply 16: After the revision according to your major comment #4, this statement will not exist
anymore and the second and third paragraph of Section 3.2 will be modified into:
“In the dimming phase between 1960 and 1989, China experienced a boom in population and
industrialization. China’s population rapidly increased by an almost linear trend of 166 million
persons decade−1 (Fig. 4C). The urban population only accounted for a small portion of the total
population, and grew slowly during this period. One possible explanation to this is the
calculation method of urban population in China before the 1980s, where only the formally

registered urban residents were counted in. In this case, people working in urban areas but
without a registered urban residence were still counted as rural population. This standard for
calculating population was changed from registered to permanent residents during the 1980s.
An increasing urbanization process during the dimming phase can be inferred also from the GDP
composition trends (Fig. 5A). The portion of the secondary sector in China’s GDP largely
increased by 4.2% decade−1 during the period of 1960–1989. Meanwhile, the primary sector
decreased by 3.8% decade−1. This suggests a transition from the primary to the secondary sector.
The secondary sector, which contributed up to 48% to the total GDP, became the backbone of
China's booming economy at this stage. The industrial growth during this period was in an
extensive way characterized by low efficiency of energy use (Zhang, 2005; Fei et al., 2011).
Environmental protection was of seldom concern in this period, and the first law with possible
effects on air quality protection was issued only after 1978 in China, which gradually increased
to 15 in 1989 (Fig. 5B). This indicates a beginning, even if not so efficient, of pollution control.
Therefore, the strongest decline in sunshine duration was observed during 1960–1989 and a
discernible difference can be noted in urban and rural sunshine duration trends, which declined
by 0.20 h d−1 decade−1 and 0.14 h d−1 decade−1 respectively (Fig. 4A). Meanwhile, urban and rural
total cloud cover slightly decreased by 0.41% decade−1 and 0.48% decade−1 respectively (Fig. 4B),
which thus can explain neither the decrease in sunshine duration nor the obvious difference in
urban and rural trends.”

17. Page 6, line 16: clarify what you mean by “transition from extensive to intensive”.
Reply 17: After the revision according to your major comment #4, this statement will not exist
anymore and the fourth paragraph of Section 3.2 will be modified into:
“In the levelling off phase between 1990 and 2013, urban population sharply increased by 196
million persons decade−1 and its proportion reached 54% in the end, indicating that urban
population started to exceed rural population in China (Fig. 4C). Besides, the primary sector only
accounted for ~10% of total GDP in the year 2013, further indicating a more urbanized status.
However, the increasing urbanization process did not result in a stronger decrease in sunshine
duration but in contrast in an overall levelling off by –0.01 h d−1 decade−1 in both rural and urban
areas (Fig. 4A). This indicates an insignificant urbanization effect on sunshine duration in this
period. Meanwhile, the total cloud cover trend in urban and rural areas significantly recovered
by 1.23% decade−1 and 1.03% decade−1 respectively (Fig. 4B), thus not contributing to the slowdown of the declining trend in sunshine duration. However, effective air pollution regulations
after 1990 are indicated in Fig. 5B, in that the number of air pollution-related laws and
regulations rapidly increased to 135 in the year of 2013. The investment completed in the
treatment of environmental pollution in China in 2013 (952 billion yuan) was 9.4 times of that in
2000 (101 billion yuan) (Fig. 5C). A slow-down in the increasing trend of total population to a
rate of 92 million persons decade−1 was also noted for the period of 1990–2013 when the onechild policy was implementing in China (Fig. 4C). In addition, the tertiary sector, which
contributes less to air pollution than the secondary sector, kept growing in China during 1990–
2013 and contributed equally as the secondary sector to the national economy in the end (Fig.
5A). The national pollution control efforts may have helped to offset anthropogenic air pollution

induced during the urbanization process since the 1990s, so that the trend of AOD simulated by
the GOCART global chemical transport model started to decrease after 1996 (Streets et al.,
2008). Consistently, a decline in PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations was noted in the 2000s (Lei et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2012a; Wang et al., 2013). However, using TOMS AOD products (1980–2001)
along with MODIS/Terra AOD data (2000–2008), Guo et al. (2011) observed a continuous
upward trend in average AOD (550 nm) over eight typical regions across China without any
transition in 1990. Nevertheless, a significant increment of aerosol single scattering albedo was
reported in China, which could result in less absorption and thus more radiation reaching the
Earth’s surface (Qian et al., 2007). The difference in the trends between PM concentrations and
satellite AOD might be explained by the emission-control policies in China, which target primary
aerosols (mainly related to PM) but are less strict for secondary aerosol precursors (e.g., NOx,
NMVOC and NH3, mainly related to AOD) (Lin et al., 2010). In general, in the dimming phase
without effective pollution regulations, the emissions generated during the urbanization process
were directly changed into equivalent pollutants. On the other hand, in the subsequent levelling
off phase, the increasing emissions were compensated by the clean air policies and investments,
thus urbanization no longer simply meant an increase in air pollution and its effect on sunshine
duration variations became insignificant.”

18. Page 6, line 26: There is not enough evidence to support the conclusion of urbanization
effect on sunshine duration. Showing their respective trends does not mean causal relationship.
Reply 18: Thanks for this point. Please check the revised paragraphs mentioned in the above
replies to your minor comments #16 and #17. We believe that the revised version of the
manuscript will be improved enough to give a solid conclusion.

19. Page 6, line 31: Where is this “widening urban-rural contrast” shown? Fig 4A does not seem
to suggest a "widening" trend.
Reply 19: It can be noted in Fig. 4A that the mean values of sunshine duration in urban areas are
generally larger than in rural areas in the 1960s, while this situation converses in the 1980s. The
widening contrast in the dimming phase has been somehow concealed because of the different
start of the urban and rural lines.

20. Page 7, line 10, first sentence: not substantiated.
Reply 20: Sorry for this. Please refer to the replies to your major comment #4 and minor
comments #16 and #17. We believe this statement will be substantiated in the revised version
of the manuscript.

21. Page 7, line 16-17: I cannot see these relationships between Fig 2 and 7. For example, the
dimming/brightening trends In the NW province (Xinjiang) have the same size as the trends in

the eastern coastal provinces shown in Fig 2, but the urbanization level, speed, population, and
population density in Fig 7 are very different between Xinjiang and eastern coastal provinces.
Reply 21: Thanks for the comment. In Lines 16-17, we stated that “Comparing Fig. 2A and 2B
with Fig. 7, exceptions of increasing sunshine duration trends in the dimming phase mainly
distribute in less-urbanized provinces, while strong declines in sunshine duration generally occur
in the urbanized provinces.” Seen from Fig. 2A and 2B, increasing trends mainly occurred in
southwest and northeast China, which is relatively less urbanized (Fig. 7); while the strongest
decreasing trends mainly occurred in southeast China, which is relatively more urbanized (Fig. 7).
Generally, that’s a nationwide dimming trend. This is why both Xinjiang and the eastern coastal
provinces are dominated by decreasing sunshine duration trends. But it can still be noted from
Fig.2 that there are more exceptions of increasing sunshine duration trends in the Xinjiang
Province, while the magnitude of declines in sunshine duration in the eastern coastal provinces
is greater. The relationship between urbanization and the difference in urban and rural dimming
was further illustrated in Fig. 8. To avoid misunderstandings, Lines 16-17 will be modified into:
“Comparing Fig. 2A and 2B with Fig. 6, exceptions with increasing sunshine duration trends in
the dimming phase mainly distribute in less-urbanized regions (southwest and northeast parts),
while strong declines in sunshine duration generally occur in the urbanized regions (southeast
part).”

22. Page 8, line 14-15, (1): no air pollution emissions are shown in the paper.
Reply 22: Table 1 shows that the urbanization process is accompanied by the increase in energy
consumption, industrial GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and civil vehicles, which are the major
anthropogenic sources of air pollution emissions.

23. Page 8, line 15, (2): is this a conclusion?
Reply 23: The two aspects were given to correctly understand the urbanization impact, as in
most cases only the second aspect was considered.

24. Page 8, line 19: clarify what “a large overlap” is.
Reply 24: According to your comments, this sentence will be modified into:
“The rates of sunshine duration changes between the selected rural and urban stations across
China largely overlap by 86%.”

25. Page 8, line 10-21: How big is the region to see the “regional phenomenon”? Certainly it is
not the entire China.

Reply 25: Here “regional” means occurring in both urban and rural stations in the same regions.
Please refer to the reply to your major comment #6.

26. Page 8, line 28-29: "As a consequence..." Not true. The apparent insignificant trend is the
consequence of averaging half positives and half negative trends together to make the overall
mean trend flat. There is no solid analysis provided in this paper showing the effectiveness of
the air pollution control on the sunshine duration.
Reply 26: We agree with you that there is still room to further discuss the urbanization effect,
for example by analyzing the trends in the different regions in China and further exploring the
effectiveness of the laws as the reviewer suggested. Discussion on this will be added at the end
of the fourth paragraph of Section 3.2. But both of them cannot deny the significance of this
study as a first try to understanding and quantifying urbanization effect also since 1990. The
overall leveling off trend after 1990 seems to stem from an offset by decreasing and increasing
trends, but both declines and increases are nationwide located. Unfortunately, information on
the effectiveness of the laws are lacking, but providing the number of relevant laws is already a
fresh new information, which cannot be found in other studies of urbanization effects on the
global dimming and brightening phenomenon.
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